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Significant Burden of
Healthcare-Acquired Infections
Despite best efforts that promote good hand hygiene practices,
isolation protocols and cleaning of healthcare surfaces1, 2,
infections acquired during hospital stays are the most common
complication of hospital care, and one of the most serious
patient safety concerns. An estimated 1.7 million healthcareacquired infections (HAIs) occur each year, leading to about
100,000 deaths.3 Nationally, annual direct hospital costs of HAIs
are estimated to be as high $45 billion.4
At a typical 420 bed hospital, it is projected that treatment
costs for healthcare-acquired infections will be $36 million
annually.5 With CMS instituting policies to limit hospital
reimbursement for HAIs6 (and private insurance providers
expected to follow suit), the negative impact to a hospital’s
operating budget can be significant.
This outline describes how introduction of new Antimicrobial
Copper metallic touch surfaces will aid in the reduction in
the levels of infectious bacteria throughout hospitals, while
also helping them comply with federal mandates for improved
patient safety. It will additionally make the “business case”
that hospitals can potentially save tens of millions of dollars in
healthcare costs associated with the treatment of unintended
patient infections.

Benefits of Using Antimicrobial Copper
Touch Surfaces
The plastic, stainless steel, coated metal and wood surfaces
that hospitals use for healthcare equipment and furnishings
harbor potentially dangerous bacteria for days, if not weeks.
However, touch surfaces made from copper-based metals
(copper alloys) have an inherent ability to kill harmful bacteria7
within two hours or less. Antimicrobial Copper touch surfaces
can offer considerable benefits by reducing patient exposure to
these pathogens in healthcare environments. This is especially
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beneficial to patients acutely vulnerable to infection—such as
in cancer centers, neonatal units, Medical ICUs and among the
elderly.
By keeping bacterial levels low, healthcare designs that use
Antimicrobial Copper touch surfaces can also generate cost
savings to hospitals—including paybacks of less than a year.8
Additionally, the copper alloy components are durable and can
last for decades.

Copper’s Effectiveness Based on Lab tests,
EPA registration and Clinical Trials
This level of real savings is based on both laboratory research7
and a four year clinical trial.9,10 Laboratory tests, conducted
for EPA Registration7 show Antimicrobial Copper alloys kill
99.9% of infectious bacteria within two hours or less; and keep
bacteria levels low after repeated contamination. A clinical
trial9,10 introduced Antimicrobial Copper touch surfaces into
several hospital critical care units. These surfaces performed on
a round-the-clock basis to lower the bacterial contamination
by an average reduction of 83% compared to the existing
healthcare surfaces.9

Calculating the “Cost/Benefit” of
Antimicrobial Copper Touch Surfaces
A case for outfitting hospital rooms with Antimicrobial Copper
surfaces can be readily justified based on intangible benefits of
reduced infection rates alone. This includes such “avoidance
costs” of long term morbidity and associated pain and suffering
to patients that develop HAIs; potential mortality; and the
impact that infections and death have on family members
(including lost wages).
A business case (including a relatively short ROI) can be made
for installing Antimicrobial Copper touch surfaces based on the
cost to manage hospital-acquired infections compared to the
cost to outfit hospital rooms with copper, as detailed below.
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* Laboratory testing shows that, when cleaned regularly, antimicrobial copper surfaces kill greater than 99.9% of the following bacteria within 2 hours of exposure: Methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA), Vancomycinresistant enterococcus faecalis (VRE), Staphylococcus aureus, Enterobacter aerogenes, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and E. coli O157:H7. Antimicrobial copper surfaces are a supplement to and not a substitute for standard infection control
practices. Like other antimicrobial products, they have been shown to reduce microbial contamination, but do not necessarily prevent cross contamination; users must continue to follow all current infection control practices.
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